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What is a Jet? 
�  Colored partons undergo a 

hard scatter and hadronize 
into a spray of  particles 

�  Expected to reflect the 
kinematics and topology of  
the hard scattered partons 

�  Jets are defined by 
algorithm used to find them  

What Are Jets ? 

Hard scattering 

Jet: colorless states  

Rcone JETS: Colored  partons from the hard scatter 
•  via soft quark and gluon radiation  
•  hadronization process to form a “spray” of 
colorless hadrons 

Early production from parton-parton scatterings 

Jets are the experimental signatures of quarks and gluons.  
They are expected to reflect kinematics and topology of partons. 

S.D Drell, D.J.Levy and T.M. Yan, Phys. Rev. 187, 2159 (1969) 

N. Cabibbo, G. Parisi and M. Testa, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 4,35 (1970) 

J.D. Bjorken and S.D. Brodsky, Phys. Rev. D 1, 1416 (1970) 
Sterman and Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 39, 1436 (1977) … and many more 

∑pT particles = pT jet 
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There is no unambiguous 
definition of what a jet is! 
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Jets in Heavy-Ion Collisions 
�  Jets make an ideal probe of  the medium  

�  Partons from hard scattering are produced early  

�  Propagating parton is modified by the QCD medium 

�  Observation of  jet quenching indicates modification 

�  Experimental challenges 
�  Need to remove underlying event contribution 

�   Jet 
�  A  = Jet area 

�  ρ  = Underlying event momentum density 

�      = Jet pT from jet finder 

pT = pT
rec − ρA

pT
rec
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Jet Finding Algorithms 

Background  Signal 

Matteo Cacciari, Gavin P. Salam, Gregory Soyez, arXiv:0802.1189v2 

Creates round jets around 
the hardest particles! 

Not dependent on hardest 
particles – samples backgound 
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Jets at ALICE 

Tracking:|η|< 0.9, 0<ϕ<2π  
TPC: gas detector 
ITS: silicon detector 

Charged  
constituents 
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Jets at ALICE 

Tracking:|η|< 0.9, 0<Φ<2π  
TPC: gas detector 
ITS: silicon detector 

Charged  
constituents 

Neutral  
constituents 

Charged hadronic correction 
prevents double counting 

�  EMCal is a Pb-scintillator 
sampling calorimeter which 
covers: 
�  |η| < 0.7, 1.4 < ϕ < π	


�  tower Δη~0.014,Δϕ ~0.014  
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Hadronic Correction 
�  We need to correct the double counting of  charged 

energy deposited in EMCal 
�  Energy deposition is a statistical process 

�  Corrected in unfolding  

�  Charged tracks matched to clusters and clusters 
are corrected by: Ecluster

cor = Ecluster
orig − f pmatched,∑    Ecluster

cor ≥ 0

Unfolding 
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Jet Reconstruction 
�  Input to the Jet Finder 

�  Assumed to be massless 
�  Charged tracks with pT > 150 MeV/c (pp, Pb-Pb) 

�  EMCal clusters with ET > 300 MeV after hadronic correction: (pp, Pb-Pb) 

�      

�   For pp analysis f  = 100%  

�  Jets reconstructed using FastJet package 
�  R = 0.2 (pp, Pb-Pb) 

�  Anti-kT for signal jets (pp, Pb-Pb) 

�  kT for ρ calculation (Pb-Pb) 

�  EMCal jets: Fiducial cut requires jet fully contained in the EMCal 
acceptance (pp, Pb-Pb) 

Ecluster
cor = Ecluster

orig − f pmatched,∑    Ecluster
cor ≥ 0
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Detector Effects - pp 
�  Bin-by-bin technique 

�  Compare the simulated cross sections before and after 
Detector response  

�  Use uncorrected spectrum in data as weighting function 

�  Shift of jet energy scale ~ 20-25%  
�  Unmeasured neutrons and K0

L’s: compare proton and kaon 
spectra to data; PYTHIA vs HERWIG 

�  Tracking inefficiency: track quality in data vs simulation 
�  Residual hadronic correction for EMCal: data-driven check 
�  JES uncertainty ~ 4%  

�  Jet energy resolution ~ 18% 
�  Detector resolution: data-driven check + test beam 
�  Fluctuations (e-by-e) in correction of  jet energy scale   
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pp Baseline Result 

Good agreement between data and NLO calculations as well as 
Pythia8 prediction within both experimental and theoretical 
uncertainties 
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�  Green and magenta 
bands: NLO on Parton 
level 

�  Blue band: NLO + 
hadronization 

�  Red points: Pythia8. 
Shifted horizontally for 
visibility 

�  fhadcor = 100%, R = 0.2, 
pT  > 150 MeV/c 

    ET > 300 MeV  
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Charged+Neutral 
Background Determination 

ρch+em = sEMCρch = sEMC ⋅median(
pT
kT jet

AkT jet
)
�  Fluctuation size characterized 

by δpT 
�  Embedded particle 
 
�  Random Cones 
δpT = pT

rec − ρch+emA
Anti-kT − pT

emb

δpT = pT
rec − ρch+emπR

2

�  σch+em (δpT) > σch (δpT) 
�  4.9 vs 4.5 GeV/c 
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Leading Track Bias 
Leading Track pT > 5 GeV/c 

�  Reduces combinatorial background, 
improves unfolding stability 
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Fully Reconstructed Jet Spectrum 
0-10% Centrality 

�  Jets are corrected for 
background 
fluctuations and 
detector effects in 
unfolding 

�  Systematics: 
�  ~19% (pT dependent) 
�  EMCal effects 

(Resolution, scale, 
clusterizer, non-
linearity) 

�  Unfolding 
�  Tracking efficiency 
�  Background 

See Salvatore’s talk 
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Fully Reconstructed Jet RAA 
0-10% Centrality 

�  We want to understand how partons lose energy in 
the medium and where that lost energy goes 

�  Nuclear modification factor (RAA)  

    can help quantify jet suppression 
�  Which reference pp spectrum  
    should be used? 

�  Biased? 
�  Same as Pb-Pb 

�  Unbiased? 
�  Calculable 
�  IR and colinear safe 

RAA =

1
Nevents

d 2N jets

dpTdη

TAA
d 2σ
dpTdη

TAA =
# Binary Collisions

σ pp
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Fully Reconstructed Jet RAA 
0-10% Centrality 

�  Biased pp reference 

�  Biased Pb-Pb 

�  Jets are suppressed in 
a pT dependent 
manner 

Bias/Unbiased 
pp in Pythia 
~0.85 for  
30-40 GeV/c 
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LHC Jet RAA (RCP) Comparison 

QM2012 

�  All experiments see Jet suppression in central Pb-
Pb collisions at 2.76TeV 
�  Comparison is complicated 

�  R, η, pT constituent, Background 

�  Need apples-to-apples 17 



�  ALICE and CMS are 
consistent within overlap 
region 
�  Same R 
�  Different constituent cuts 

�  Complementary results 

CMS and ALICE 
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Conclusions 
�  Reporting on a corrected fully reconstructed jet 

spectrum from 2011 Pb-Pb data in 0-10%  in ALICE 

�  First full jet RAA with pT,jet < 100 GeV/c at the LHC 

�  R = 0.2 jets are suppressed in 0-10%  
�  Further study needed 

�  Variations on jet radius 

�  Event plane dependence 

�  R = 0.3 measurement coming soon! 

�  All experiments should work towards an Apples-to-
Apples comparison! 
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Back-up 
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Hadron RAA 2 JacekOtwinowski˙HighPt˙SQM2011 printed on May 9, 2012
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Fig. 1. Left: RAA of charged particles measured with ALICE in central Pb!Pb col-
lisions in three centrality intervals. Right: RAA of charged particles measured with
ALICE in central Pb!Pb collisions (0! 5%) in comparison to model calculations.
The error bars at RAA=1 denote contributions from normalization uncertainties.

In absence of nuclear modifications RAA is equal to unity at high pT .
At RHIC it was also measured [7] that the back-to-back di-hadron cor-

relations are considerably reduced in the most central Au!Au collisions as
compared to pp, indicating a substantial interaction as the hard-scattered
partons or their fragmentation products traverse the medium. It is quanti-
fied by comparison of hadron yields measured in Pb-Pb (YAA) and pp (Ypp)
collisions

IAA(pT ,!!) =
YAA(pT ,!!)

Ypp(pT ,!!)
(2)

The YAA and Ypp are extracted from the background subtracted per-
trigger particle yield (D(!!) = dNassoc/Ntrigd(!!)) where azimuthal cor-
relation is built between a high!pT triggered leading hadron (pT,trig >
pT,thresh) and all associated particles (pT,assoc < pT,trig) in one event. In
absence of nuclear modifications the IAA is equal to unity by construction.

2. Results

2.1. RAA charged particles

The nuclear modification factors out to pT = 50 GeV/c are shown in
Fig. 1 (left panel) for di"erent centrality intervals. At all centralities, a
pronounced minimum at about pT = 6 ! 7 GeV/c is observed. For pT >
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Anti-kT 
Sequential Recombination Algorithm 

dij =min(
1
pti
2 ,
1
ptj
2 )
ΔRij

2

R2

Procedure 
�  compute all dij and diB 

�  Find minimum of  the dij and diB 

�  If  it is a dij, recombine i and j into a new particle 

�  otherwise declare it to be a jet and remove it from the 
sample 

�  Repeat until all particles are used 

diB =
1
pti
2

ΔRij
2 = (yi − yj )

2 + (φi −φ j )

Creates round jets around the 
hardest particles! 
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kT 
Sequential Recombination Algorithm 

dij =min(kti,ktj )
ΔRij

2

R2

Procedure 
�  compute all dij and diB 

�  Find minimum of  the dij and diB 

�  If  it is a dij, recombine i and j into a new particle 

�  otherwise declare it to be a jet and remove it from the 
sample 

�  Repeat until all particles are used 

ΔRij
2 = (yi − yj )

2 + (φi −φ j )
2

diB = kti
2
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What are we trying to learn 
Jets in heavy ions? 

Hadron suppression

7
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Figure 2: The pT distributions of primary charged particles at mid-rapidity (|! | < 0.8) in central (0–5%) and
peripheral (70–80%) Pb–Pb collisions at � sNN = 2.76 TeV. Error bars are statistical only. The systematic data
errors are smaller than the symbols. The scaled pp references are shown as the two curves, the upper for 0–5%
centrality and the lower for 70–80%. The systematic uncertainties of the pp reference spectra are contained within
the thickness of the line.

7 TeV spectrum as a starting point, good agreement with the reference obtained from interpolation is
found. Starting instead from 0.9 TeV results in a spectrum which is 30–50% higher than the interpolation
reference. The pp reference spectra derived from the use of the CDF data in the interpolation and from
NLO scaling of the 0.9 TeV data are used in the following to illustrate the dependence of RAA at high pT
on the choice of the reference spectrum.

The pT distributions of primary charged particles in central and peripheral Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV
are shown in Fig. 2, together with the binary-scaled yields from pp collisions. The pT -dependence is
similar for the pp reference and for peripheral Pb–Pb collisions, exhibiting a power law behaviour at
pT > 3 GeV/c, which is characteristic of perturbative parton scattering and vacuum fragmentation. In
contrast, the spectral shape in central collisions clearly deviates from the scaled pp reference and is closer
to an exponential in the pT range below 5 GeV/c.

Figure 3 shows the nuclear modification factor RAA for central and peripheral Pb–Pb collisions. The
nuclear modification factor deviates from one in both samples. At high pT , where production from hard
processes is expected to dominate, there is a marked difference between peripheral and central events. In
peripheral collisions, the nuclear modification factor reaches about 0.7 and shows no pronounced pT de-
pendence for pT > 2 GeV/c. In central collisions, RAA is again significantly different from one, reaching
a minimum of RAA ⇥ 0.14 at pT = 6–7 GeV/c. In the intermediate region there is a strong dependence
on pT with a maximum at pT = 2 GeV/c. This may reflect a variation of the particle composition in
heavy-ion collisions with respect to pp, as observed at RHIC [28, 29]. A significant rise of RAA by about
a factor of two is observed for 7 < pT < 20 GeV/c. Shown as histograms in Fig. 3, for central events only,
are the results for RAA at high pT , using alternative procedures for the computation of the pp reference,
as described above. For such scenarios, the overall value for RAA is shifted, but a significant increase of
RAA in central collisions for pT > 7 GeV/c persists.

In Fig. 4 the ALICE result in central Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC is compared to measurements of

Loss of measured 
yield in central A-A

Nuclear modification factor:
#(particles observed in AA collision per N-N (binary) collision)

#(particles observed per p-p collision) 
RAA = 

Suppression of High pT Particles 

John Harris (Yale)                                                 AIM Session, ALICE Physics Week, April 19, 2012 

/
AA

AA /
coll pp

NR
N N

π γ

π γ=

CMS, arXiv:1202.2554v1 

“No effect” case is for RAA = 1   at high pT where hard processes dominateRosi Reed - Hot Quarks 2012 24 



Good Jet Finding Algorithms 
�  Jets are defined by the algorithms that create them 

�  A good algorithm defines jets that are: 
�  The same for  

�  experimental analysis 
�  Monte Carlo Simulations 
�  analytical parton calculations 

�  collinear safe 
�  IR safe 
�  not sensitive to the hadronization mechanism 

�  Collinear safe - emission of  a collinear gluon does not change the jet 

�  IR safe - emission of  a soft gluon does not change the jet 

Jet Definitions
Snowmass Accord (1990)

Recent Additions (> 2000):

• Physical results independent of your choice of jet definition

• Jets should be invariant with respect to certain modifications 
of the event:

‣ collinear splitting

‣ infrared emission

18

1990: fixing the rules

SNOWMASS accords, Tevatron 1990 (i.e. old!):

i.e. usable by theoreticians (e.g. finite perturbative results)

and experimentalists (e.g. fast enough, not much UE sensitivity)

Grégory Soyez LBL, Berkeley, CA, USA, January 21st 2009 Jets at the LHC – p. 9/40

QCD divergences

QCD probability for gluon bremsstrahlung at angle ! and !-mom. kt:

dP " "s
d!

!

dkt

kt

Two divergences:

! # 0
pt

kt $ pt

Collinear Soft

For QCD expansion to make sense

% The (hard) jets (or stable cones) should not change when

one has a collinear splitting

i.e. replaces one parton by two at the same place

one has a soft emission i.e. adds a very soft gluon

Grégory Soyez DIS 2008, UCL, London, UK, April 9th 2008 Saturation and heavy quarks – p. 7/14
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Unfolding

25

‣ UE and detector effects result in finite JER
• Jet spectrum is steeply falling
• Result is significant bin migration

‣ Use MC to generate response matrix
• Contains information about bin 

migration
‣ SVD unfolding 

• Invert response using curvature 
constraint on result to regularize 
unfolding

‣ Unfolding checks
• Apply to MC, look for bias
• “Refold” data, check refolded looks 

like input

Hocker and Kartvelishvili: 
hep-ph/9509307
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Compare$with$charged$jets$and$ATLAS/CMS2

10/10/12 15 S. Aiola - ALICE Physics Forum 

CMS/ALICE/ATLAS$comparison$from$
Quark$Mamer$20122

Charged$jet$reference$is$PYTHIA$
with$no$systematic$uncertainties2
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